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I Miss You to the Moon and Back
In just five short years, Dr. Shea McKinnon and Officer Sarah Sparks felt like they
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had the world at their feet. They had weathered many storms right from the
beginning, and their love and commitment to each other had been tested. Sarah
had survived being shot in the line of duty, and Shea was a breast cancer survivor.
They had a love for each other that, to many, was a once in a lifetime deal. Little
did Shea know, things were about to be turned upside down like never before.
Even though she was no stranger to tragedy, how would she cope with what was
about to happen next in her life? The journey she embarks on will change the
direction of her professional and personal life in ways she could never imagine.

Cole I Love You to the Moon and Back
"Pop-Up bok for kids about the historic Apollo 11 landing, on its 50th
anniversary."--

To the Moon and Back
Awesome One-Minute Gratitude journal. Keep track and reflect on all good
moments day and night. This journal will definitely make you count your blessings
and appreciate life more as you go through everyday,making it best gift for family
members, grandparents, your parents and anyone special in your life, christian or
not.Gratitude a Day and Night Reflection Journal-Notebook features :*Size 6 X 9
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inches .*Amazing Designed Matte Cover.*120 Pages

To the Moon and Back
A perfect gift for Mother's Day for any parent who has struggled on their journey to
have a baby, Million Dollar Listing star Emilia Bechrakis Serhant's debut picture
book poignantly explores her own difficulty conceiving and her life-changing
experiences with IVF. I swam through the deepest ocean. I climbed the tallest
mountain. Finding you was a journey. And meeting you was my greatest joy. In this
picture book, illustrated by the #1 New York Times bestselling artist of A Day in the
Life of Marlon Bundo, families of different shapes, colors, and sizes must cross
deserts, navigate rough seasons, and climb mountains--all to find their miracle
babies. Emilia's story reminds us that, despite the challenges and complications
often thrown our way, hope will always prevail. To the Moon and Back for You
combines a timeless feel with a timely subject, and is poised to become a modern
classic for years to come.

Cole I Love You to the Moon and Back
Like most parents, the thought of having to bury your child never crossed our
minds, especially from a cancer we had never heard about. Before July 2008, I
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didn't know that a cancer like adrenocortical carcinoma even existed. To think that
someone so innocent and who had so much life ahead of him could even get
cancer was beyond our comprehension. The topic of "childhood cancer" was
completely unknown to us. Now here I am writing the obituary for my son Cole. Prologue.

If Animals Kissed Good Night
Copy and paste the following URL to see ALL PAGES before you purchasehttps:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=I3QLlOH9h_I Celestial fansthis one's for you! Artist
Tabitha L Barnett, created 30 brand new, hand-drawn celestial designs featuring
suns, moons, stars, clouds and more for you to color! Some designs are repeated
on black background for a total of 50 fun celestial pages to color. Each beautifully
drawn image is printed on only one side of 60 lb. bright white paper, glue bound
and NON-PERFORATED. If you enjoyed her first celestial coloring book, Celestial
Circles, you'll love this new book! If you enjoy tons of details or sweet and simple,
there's something inside that you'll love to color!

To the Moon and Back
The best seats Lisa Kohn ever had at Madison Square Garden were at her mother's
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mass wedding, and the best cocaine she ever had was from her father's friend, the
judge. Born to hippie parents and raised in New York City's East Village in the
1970s, Lisa's early years were a mixture of encounter groups, primal screams,
macrobiotic diets, communes, Indian ashrams, Jefferson Airplane concerts in
Central Park, and watching naked actors on off-Broadway stages during the
musical HAIR. By the time her older brother was ten, Lisa's father had him smoking
pot. By the time Lisa was ten, Lisa's mother had them pledging their lives to the
Unification Church (the "Moonies") and self-appointed Messiah, Reverend Sun
Myung Moon. As a child Lisa knew the ecstatic comfort of inclusion in a cult and as
a teenager the torment of rebelling against it. As an adult, Lisa struggled to break
free from the hold of abuse and the scars in her heart, mind, and psyche--battling
her own addictions and inner demons and searching her soul for a sense of selfworth. Told in spirited candor, to the moon and back reveals how one can leave
behind absurdity and horror and create a life of intention and joy. This is the
fascinating tale of a story rarely told in its full complexity.

Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
The sun rises, and a bear and cub begin their day together. They splash in the
water, climb mountains, and watch the shimmering sky. They show their love by
touching noses, playing chase, and of course, hugging. A sweet, gentle rhyme,
perfect for sharing with a special little one!
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GUESS HOW MUCH I LOVE YOU POSTCARD BOOK
"Let's look at how we traveled all the way to the moon -- and back home again." -Page 4 of cover.

Slick Rock 26: To the Moon and Back
This is a love story told from real life. How does one cope after learning one's
spouse has such a rare cancer there is no hope of surviving after one year? Vivian
and James were married on October 16, 1965, and after almost 52 years of
marriage, 2 children and 3 grandchildren and one step-granddaughter, their love
for each other was tested more than any other time of their lifetime together. This
is an honest story about how one family coped with the nightmare cancer often
brings and how coming together, they helped each other to overcome, heal and
move forward.

I Love You to the Moon and Back
I Love My Big Sister To The Moon And Back
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The perfect gift for baby showers, birthdays, or simply to say "I love you," from the
bestselling creator of Welcome, Little One, Sandra Magsamen. If you wish upon a
great big star, I'll wish too, and be thankful for who you are. Wherever life may
take you, whichever path or track, Just remember I'll love you to the moon and
back! In the tradition of books like Guess How Much I Love You and On the Night
You Were Born comes an expression of infinite love from "love guru" Sandra
Magsamen. A perfect gift for new parents, baby birthdays, showers, graduations,
holidays, and more, this sweet board book with rhyming text, pastel illustrations,
and a built-in gift tag is the perfect way to remind little ones just how loved they
are!

Lunatic
To the Moon and Back
Prepare to Be Mentored by the Sacred Hags! The yearning to slow down and
simplify, return to the earth, and maybe even “rewild” what has been tamed in
ourselves persists even though that dream may seem ever more remote in
contemporary life. Danielle Dulsky shows that even in our high-tech and highpressure lives, it is possible to manifest your own “year of the wild” and to tap into
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often-forgotten holy wisdom. Seasons of Moon and Flame guides you to live
cyclically while working with the archetype of the Sacred Hag, or wild
grandmother, who appears in various guises. Wonderfully inclusive, with
adaptations for families, spiritual groups, and other traditions, this book is a
potentially life-changing guide to living mystically, magically, and in empowering
harmony with the worlds of spirit and nature.

God Gave Us You
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury comes a “heart
tugging and emotional” story in the Baxter Family collection that will “touch
readers deeply” (RT Book Reviews) featuring two people who lost their parents in
the same national tragedy—two people desperate to find each other and the
connection they shared for a single day…that changed everything. Brady
Bradshaw was a child when the Oklahoma City bombing killed his mother. Every
year, Brady visits the memorial site on the anniversary to remember her. Eleven
years ago on that day, he met Jenna Phillips, who was also a child when her
parents were killed in the attack. Brady and Jenna shared a deep heart connection
and a single beautiful day together at the memorial. But after that, Brady never
saw Jenna again. Every year when he returns, he leaves a note for her in hopes
that he might find her again. This year, Ashley Baxter Blake and her sister Kari
Baxter Taylor and their families take a spring break trip that includes a visit to the
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site to see the memorial’s famous Survivor Tree. While there, Ashley spots a young
man, alone and troubled. That man is Brady Bradshaw. A chance moment leads
Ashley to help Brady find Jenna, the girl he can’t forget. Ashley’s family is
skeptical, but she pushes them to support her efforts to find the girl and bring
them together. But will it work? Will her husband, Landon, understand her
intentions? And is a shared heartache enough reason to fall in love? With To The
Moon and Back “Kingsbury skillfully weaves a tale of divine love” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) in an unlikely love story about healing, redemption, hope,
and the belief that sometimes a new tomorrow can grow from the ashes of a
shattered yesterday. “Kingsbury writes with seemingly effortless poetic elegance,
capturing the tender, intimate moments of daily family life as well as heartwrenching flashbacks to fatal tragedy. A moving story of survival, of faith, and of
beauty from the ashes” (Booklist).

To the Moon and Back
Love You to the Moon and Back is Kathy Phillips' first book. Kathys signs (Primitives
by Kathy) charmingly express sentiments in a unique, decorative way. In this, her
first book, she combines favorite expressions and new graphic images to celebrate
love. These thoughtful and sometimes humorous views on romantic love and
loving are expressed in a dynamic vintage-looking design style that will appeal to
moderns and traditionalists alike. Perfect for Valentines Day or any day when you
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want to bring a smile to your love one and let them know just how much you care.

I Love You to the Moon and Back
A mother's greatest blessing In life is her child. Someone who will always love her.
My daughter was almost taken from me early in life so in my eyes she is so much
more than a blessing, she is a miracle from the heavens. She is my guiding star on
my darkest days and I will always love her to the moon and back.

I Love You to the Moon and Back
This I Love You To The Moon And Back Notebook is the perfect way to say I love
you. Whether you are looking for a gift for your daughter, son, grandparent, mom,
or dad, this cute I love you to the moon and back gift is something they can make
good use of. A unique heart shaped moon journal ready to capture writing, notes
and inspiration.

To the Moon and Back
Bestselling author Karma Brown is back with a morally infused and emotionally
riveting exploration of one woman’s guilt over an unexpected—yet
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avoidable—tragedy Meg Pepper has a fulfilling career and a happy family. Most
days she’s able to keep it all together and glide through life. But then, in one
unalterable moment, everything changes. After school pickup one day, she stops
her car to wave a teenage boy across the street…just as another car comes
hurtling down the road and slams into him. Meg can’t help but blame herself for
her role in this horrific disaster. Full of remorse, she throws herself into helping the
boy’s family as he rehabs from his injuries. But the more Meg tries to absolve
herself, the more she alienates her own family—and the more she finds herself
being drawn to the boy’s father. Soon Meg’s picture-perfect life is unravelling
before her eyes. As the painful secrets she’s been burying bubble dangerously
close to the surface, she will have to decide: Can she forgive herself, or will she
risk losing everything she holds dear to her heart?

I Love You to the Moon and Back
- The ultimate feel good guide to those for whom the moon plays an important role
in his or her life- A trendy book with a handy practical part, including moon
calendars, lunar cycle, etc- Find balance in your life on the rhythm of the moon "In
this time of uncertainty, millennials are asking the cosmos for answers." - The
Guardian. These are indeed luna-tic times: people have, once again, begun to
believe in the power of the moon. Just think about the popularity of all kinds of
moon sign apps, and how labels such as Vetements and Valentina flirt with cosmic
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prints and astrology. The moon is no longer exclusive to flower power hippies, but
is now also popular among well-educated youngsters. How did that come about?
Which artists and writers were influenced by the moon? How do you integrate the
moon into your daily life? Lunatic offers the answers to these questions. It's a
beautiful inspirational guide brimming with glowing images and original
illustrations, which also serves as a practical manual that explains your zodiac sign
and how the phases of the moon influence your life.

To the Moon and Back
Lauren Prescott had dreamed of being an actress since she was cast as Wendy in
her middle school production of Peter Pan. Yes, her nightgown snagged and
brought the set tumbling down, but she was hooked. After years of unsuccessful
auditions, performing just wasn’t in the cards. Instead, Lauren established herself
as a successful stage manager at the esteemed McAllister Theater. Unfortunately,
the resident director has cast celebrity Carly Daniel: headstrong, entitled, and
always late. So why is their chemistry turning her the hell on? After partying her
way through her twenties and ruining a successful film career, Carly Daniel has to
take whatever she can get. If schlepping it onstage will raise her star again, she’ll
listen to her pesky agent. Added bonus: the uptight stage manager is a sexy
distraction. When Carly’s costar is sidelined, Lauren must decide whether renewing
a long-forgotten dream will jeopardize what she has percolating with Carly. Is the
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limelight big enough for two?

To the Moon and Back: A Childhood Under the Influence
Brady Bradshaw was a child when the Oklahoma City bombing took his mother
from him. Every year, Brady visits the site on the anniversary to remember her. A
decade ago on that day, he met Jenna Phillips, who was also a child when her
parents were killed in the attack. Brady and Jenna shared a deep heart connection
and a single beautiful day together at the memorial. But after that, Brady never
saw Jenna again. Every year when he returns, he leaves a note for her in hopes
that he might find her again. This year, Ashley Baxter Blake and her sister Kari
Ryan take a spring break trip with their families that includes a visit to the site to
see the memorial's famous Survivor Tree. While there, Ashley spots a young man,
alone and troubled. A chance moment leads Ashley to help the young man find the
girl he can't forget -- Jenna Phillips. Ashley's family is skeptical, but in the end
everyone comes together to support Ashley's efforts to find the girl and bring them
together. But will it work? And is a shared heartache enough reason to fall in love?

To the Moon and Back
New Way, renowned for its phonic focus and success with generations of children,
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has always been committed to a balanced phonic approach.

The Moon and More
NEW REVISED EDITION TO CELEBRATE THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FIRST
MOON LANDING Who were the Honeysuckle Creek mob? And how did they assist
the first moon landing? When man took the first step on the moon it was a bunch
of Australian technicians who tracked the spacecraft and sent the first television
pictures to the world. No, not at Parkes - the movie 'The Dish' got it wrong. They
were from Honeysuckle Creek in the ACT. This is their story, told by Bryan Sullivan,
one of the technicians on duty at the time, and his wife, children's author Jackie
French. And to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the first manned Moon
landing, Bryan and Jackie have revisited this book to reflect on the enormous
strides that technology has made since this book was first published in 2004.
Winner of the 2005 CBC Eve Pownall Award for Information Books in 2005, To the
Moon and Back includes information about the space program and the birth of the
internet, as well as supplying the answers to questions such as: How do you go to
the toilet in a spacecraft? Have the astronauts ever seen an alien? What made the
moon? Can I have a holiday in space? PRAISE ' fascinating insights into the part
that the Australians played in getting the astronauts to the moon and back.' -Bestselling author, Dr Karl Kruszelnicki
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Love You to the Moon and Back
When a charming polar bear cub climbs into bed one night, she asks her Mama a
very important question--one that little "human cubs" often wonder about, too:
"Where did I come from?" As Mama bear tucks her youngest cub under the quilts,
she gently, tenderly, and reassuringly communicates the message loving parents
everywhere (bears and non-bears alike) want their little ones to hear: "We wanted
you very, very much, and we are so very glad because—God gave us you." Perfect
for bedtime, naptime, storytime or anytime, God Gave Us You provides a valuable
opportunity to build children's self-esteem every day and assure each one that he
or she truly is a welcomed, precious, and treasured gift from the Lord. Also
available in the God Gave Us series: God Gave Us Two God Gave Us Christmas God
Gave Us Heaven God Gave Us Love God Gave Us So Much From the Hardcover
edition.

Seasons of Moon and Flame
Claire’s mum has been keeping secrets… and now she’s left Claire’s dad and
dragged her to live in a run-down old shack in the country. Did anyone ask Claire if
that was what she wanted?! Not only does Claire have to leave her dad, her friends
and her perfectly good life in the city, but now she has to deal with her mother’s
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new boyfriend, ‘Mac’. Claire is pretty sure that this enormous life-as-we-know-it
change is absolutely NOT a good thing. But with her mum in love with Mac and her
new job, it looks like it’s up to Claire to bring her ‘real’ family back together. A
warm-hearted story about changing families and embracing new beginnings.

To the Moon and Back
Rhyming text explores what would happen if animals kissed like humans do, from a
slow kiss between a sloth and her cub to a mud-happy kiss from a hippo calf to his
father.

To the Moon and Back!
Love can truly make you feel out of this world. This delightful book, packed with
heartfelt quotations from romantics old and new, is the perfect way to say, I love
you to the moon and back.

Back to the Moon
The hardest part of love is moving on It's been a year since Ellie Kendall's husband,
Jamie, was killed in an accident, but she's still grieving. In fact, she finds herself
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talking to him regularly. At the urging of Jamie's successful actor father Tony, Ellie
moves to London's glamorous Primrose Hill, where nobody knows her past But
even in her new home-and with her hardworking new boss, Zack McLaren, and
Jamie's best friend Todd to distract her-Ellie can't seem to leave Jamie behind. Will
Ellie let her grief and her past consume her? Or will she realize the man of her
dreams is flesh and blood-and right in front of her eyes British women's fiction and
a great romantic book, To The Moon and Back has a wonderful cast of supporting
characters and tender romance. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella and Eloisa
James will delight in this poignant, funny contemporary romance. What readers are
saying about To The Moon and Back: "tender romance of finding love after
heartbreak" "I definitely recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a good, light,
fun, and DEFINITELY ROMANTIC read." "As always there is a great cast of
characters" "sweet and funny" "This book had HUMOUR AND HEART and made me
laugh, even as I was crying." "a romantic love story about the journey to find your
soul mate." "A story about overcoming pain and loss. About guilt and forgiveness.
TRUE LOVE. Firsts and lasts loves. Friendships. Love at the first sight." What
reviewers are saying about To The Moon and Back: "a tremendous look at
friendship, hope, romance and second chances. An unforgettable, entertaining
novel! 4 Stars." "Exquisitely told Compelling. The book was IRRESISTABLE." "A
powerful and witty story about fresh starts To the Moon and Back, to put it simply,
is BRILLIANT." "She's likeSusan Elizabeth Phillips, Jill Barnett, Eloisa James, and
Diana Palmer all rolled into one." "A sweet romantic contemporary about love, loss,
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and second chances. Mansell's dry wit, comical romantic entanglements, and crazy
characters are back in force" "Absolutely, positively AN OUTSTANDING STORY". 5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick What everyone is saying about the queen of British chick
lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit - if you haven't read Mansell yet - what are you
waiting for!?"— A Bookworm's World "Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a
thing done till it's finished." — Heat magazine "A romantic romp full of larger-thanlife characters." — Express "Fast, furious and fabulous fun. To read it is to devour
it." — Company "Expect to run the gamut of emotions, as this book is both laughout-loud funny and tear-jerkingly sad. Basically, you won't put it down." — New
Woman

To The Moon and Back
Once a year, blood-thirsty astrorses land on Earth's farming moon to raise their
young. Jedediah Easton never thought twice about competing in the Astrorse Races
until his daughter Sage enters to try and save his farm. The only problem is Sage is
a paraplegic rider, and Jedediah will do anything to protect his daughter.Drawn to
him for safety and financial problems of her own, Jedediah's ex-wife Elizabeth steps
back into the life they tried to build together. A warrant for her arrest hangs over
their heads. They race time to train a wild astrorse to compete for the winner's
purse while dodging the dangers of an uncivilized universe. Together, they must
fight for what matters to them most-a chance that the Astrorse Race prize money
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will redeem their debts and grow them back together as a family. To The Moon And
Back is a fast-paced story of hard work, reconciliation, and second chances.

To the Moon and Back
Share your heart with the one you love most in the world and wrap them in the
security of God's protection with this newest picture book from renowned
inspirational brand Precious Moments. Written in sweet, rhyming verse with iconic
Precious Moments illustrations, this book can be shared with a child, parent,
partner, or friend.

To the Moon and Back for You
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Contemporary, Romantic Suspense, Cowboy/Western,
MFMM, HEA] Just as she’s facing financial ruin, Jodi Regan is offered the chance of
a lifetime. She agrees to a partnership for a new shop, and though her life is
changing for the better, she’s exhausted after three months of disturbed sleep.
Someone is trespassing on her property and terrorizing her. Whenever the police
come, the cops can never find evidence of trespassers or foul play. Jodi wonders if
she’s paranoid. Deputies Walt, Dirk and Emmet Kyson are mesmerized by Jodi
when they meet her and know she’s the woman for them. Deeds from her
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childhood make her wary of men, but there’s no denying the attraction she feels
for the brothers. Jodi realizes she’s happy and in love, but the danger lurking in the
background escalates and she’s abducted. It’s a race against time for the Kyson
brothers and their colleagues to figure out who’s abducted Jodi and to rescue her.
When a gun is put against her head, she thinks her life is over. Becca Van is a Sirenexclusive author.

To the Moon and Back and We Can Help, Granny
It is a freestyle poetry book. It talks about love and other aspects of life. It
discusses the norms which most of us consider taboo to talk about them. The book
expresses the idea of freedom. Freedom from stigmas, freedom from your demons,
and freedom from the shackles that society tries to put around our feet and don't
let us walk away.

To the Moon and Back
In 2002, Jack Medaris--a brilliant, troubled scientist funded by a mysterious
consortium--hijacks the Columbia space shuttle before its last routine mission and
heads for the moon
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To the Moon and Back
The hardest part of love is moving on It's been a year since Ellie Kendall's husband,
Jamie, was killed in an accident, but she's still grieving. In fact, she finds herself
talking to him regularly. At the urging of Jamie's successful actor father Tony, Ellie
moves to London's glamorous Primrose Hill, where nobody knows her past But
even in her new home-and with her hardworking new boss, Zack McLaren, and
Jamie's best friend Todd to distract her-Ellie can't seem to leave Jamie behind. Will
Ellie let her grief and her past consume her? Or will she realize the man of her
dreams is flesh and blood-and right in front of her eyes British women's fiction and
a great romantic book, To The Moon and Back has a wonderful cast of supporting
characters and tender romance. Fans of Meg Cabot, Sophie Kinsella and Eloisa
James will delight in this poignant, funny contemporary romance. What readers are
saying about To The Moon and Back: "tender romance of finding love after
heartbreak" "I definitely recommend this book to anyone who enjoys a good, light,
fun, and DEFINITELY ROMANTIC read." "As always there is a great cast of
characters" "sweet and funny" "This book had HUMOUR AND HEART and made me
laugh, even as I was crying." "a romantic love story about the journey to find your
soul mate." "A story about overcoming pain and loss. About guilt and forgiveness.
TRUE LOVE. Firsts and lasts loves. Friendships. Love at the first sight." What
reviewers are saying about To The Moon and Back: "a tremendous look at
friendship, hope, romance and second chances. An unforgettable, entertaining
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novel! 4 Stars." "Exquisitely told Compelling. The book was IRRESISTABLE." "A
powerful and witty story about fresh starts To the Moon and Back, to put it simply,
is BRILLIANT." "She's likeSusan Elizabeth Phillips, Jill Barnett, Eloisa James, and
Diana Palmer all rolled into one." "A sweet romantic contemporary about love, loss,
and second chances. Mansell's dry wit, comical romantic entanglements, and crazy
characters are back in force" "Absolutely, positively AN OUTSTANDING STORY". 5
Stars, Reviewer Top Pick What everyone is saying about the queen of British chick
lit, Jill Mansell: "Fans of chick lit - if you haven't read Mansell yet - what are you
waiting for!?"— A Bookworm's World "Pick this up at your peril: you won't get a
thing done till it's finished." — Heat magazine "A romantic romp full of larger-thanlife characters." — Express "Fast, furious and fabulous fun. To read it is to devour
it." — Company "Expect to run the gamut of emotions, as this book is both laughout-loud funny and tear-jerkingly sad. Basically, you won't put it down." — New
Woman

I Love You To The Moon And Back Notebook
Address books allow easy access to your friends, family, business associates and
others by maintaining their email and other contact and there's nothing quite like a
traditional address book to store all those precious contacts.There's a lot you can
store in this journal aside from your Contacts and Addresses. Add in their Home,
Mobile, Work/Fax Numbers with Space For Notable Dates like Birthdays.Store all
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correspondence details of your friends and family in one secure and reliable place,
and enjoy referencing them in one of our beautifully-designed address books. Get
one today!

In This Moment
In her eleventh novel, Sarah Dessen returns to the beach town of Colby, setting of
some of her best-loved books. Emaline is a Colby native, and so summer at the
beach for her means hard work and a new population of beach goers. During this,
her last summer before college, Emaline meets Theo while working for her family's
rental business. He's a city boy who's come to Colby as the assistant to a highstrung documentary filmmaker who's in town to profile a reclusive local artist.
Emaline knows he's not her type, but she can't help feeling drawn to him. And as
their relationship develops, Emaline finds herself questioning her own goals,
values, and choices in this classic Dessen romance.

I Love My Beagle to the Moon and Back
Children see a variety of animals, each one a different color, and a teacher looking
at them.
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To The Moon And Back
A heartfelt poem accompanied by whimsical illustrations, To the Moon and Back
captures the unending and profound love a mother feels for her child. Written and
illustrated by Canadian author and artist, Jennifer Stables, this book is sure to
become a classic. Makes a perfect baby shower gift!

To The Moon and Back
Like most parents, the thought of having to bury your child never crossed our
minds, especially from a cancer we had never heard about. Before July 2008, I
didn't know that a cancer like adrenocortical carcinoma even existed. To think that
someone so innocent and who had so much life ahead of him could even get
cancer was beyond our comprehension. The topic of "childhood cancer" was
completely unknown to us. Now here I am writing the obituary for my son Cole. Prologue.
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